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Holley Carburetor Tuning Guide
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s
practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest
breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Learn how Webers work and what to change for improved performance. Comprehensive chapters include carburetion
basics and Weber carburetor design, selecting and installing correct Weber setup for your engine, tuning for maximum
perfomance, and rebuilding Weber carburetors. Select, install and tune Weber sidedraft and downdraft carburetors for
performance or economy. Also includes theory of operation and design, troubleshoot, and repair.
-A new book in the bestselling SpeedPro series. Covers 2 barrel 2300 and 4 barrel 4150 & 4160 carburetors, of which
millions have been made. Can also be applied to 4180 & 4190 emission control carbs.
For the complete story on Holley fuel systems, pick up Holley Carburetors & Manifolds. It includes the entire line of Holley
products: carburetors, manifolds, fuel pumps, and filters. In the Holley Carburetor Handbook, concise text explains the
basics of the fuel-inlet, idle, main-metering, secondary and choke systems. Learn about the 4150/4160’s unique
metering blocks. Instructions cover carburetor repairs and adjustment. And a bonus section describes how to choose a
carburetor based on engine size and volumetric efficiency. More than 100 photos, charts, and drawings show you how to
do it right.
Now revised and completely updated, Holly Carburetors, Manifolds & Fuel Injection gives you the inside edge on how to
use Holley products for maximum performance or economy. Comprehensive sections include: Carburetion basics &
Holley operation; selecting and installing the “right” carburetor and manifold; theory, operation, and installation of ProJection fuel injection; tuning for maximum performance; designating a fuel system; alcohol modifications; troubleshooting
and repair, and more! Over 500 photos, illustrations, charts and diagrams guide you through principles of induction that
can be applied to any engine. Included are street, drag strip, road racing, circle track and marine applications.
The LA-series small-block Chrysler engine is a powerful, efficient, and quick-revving engine that has dutifully powered
millions of Chrysler/Dodge/Plymouth cars and trucks from 1964 to 2003. And it's also a power unit for many renowned
Mopar muscle cars, including the Charger, Barracuda, Challenger, Dart, and others. The LA designates the small-block
as "Lightweight A," which was a huge improvement over the previous Ageneration engine. With its compact size,
50-pound weight savings, thin-wall casting, and polyspherical heads, it cranked out a lot of torque and horsepower, which
made it ideally suited for the street and a formidable opponent on the track. Although this venerable small-block has
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delivered impressive performance in stock trim, it can be easily modified to produce much greater power for almost any
application. The LA was offered in 273-, 318-, 340- and 360-ci iterations, and a full range of aftermarket products are
offered for these engines. Mopar engine expert and author Larry Shepard identifies the best parts and clearly guides you
through the specific techniques to extract maximum performance from this platform. In particular, he delves into the
heads, cams, and valvetrain products and modifications that will achieve your horsepower goals. In addition, he provides
in-depth build-up instruction for other essential components: blocks, cranks, pistons, rods, ignition systems, intakes,
carburetors, and exhaust. If you own an LA small-block–powered Mopar car or truck, this invaluable guidance and
instruction will allow you to optimize performance and maintain reliability. Whether you're building an engine for street,
street/strip, or racing, this vital information saves you save time, money, and delivers results. Add this to your Mopar
library today!
Hundreds of thousands of racing enthusiasts rely on this essential guide for building a race-winning, high performance
big-block Mopar. Includes detailed sections on engine block preparation, blueprinting and assembly.
Extracting maximum torque and horsepower from engines is an art as well as a science. David Vizard is an engineer and more
aptly an engine building artist who guides the reader through all the aspects of power production and high-performance engine
building. His proven high-performance engine building methods and techniques are revealed in this all-new edition of How to Build
Horsepower. Vizard goes into extreme depth and detail for drawing maximum performance from any automotive engine. The
production of power is covered from the most logical point from the air entering the engine all the way to spent gasses leaving
through the exhaust. Explained is how to optimize all the components in between, such as selecting heads for maximum flow or
port heads for superior power output, ideal valvetrain components, realizing the ideal rocker arm ratios for a particular application,
secrets for selecting the best cam, and giving unique insight into all facets of cam performance. In addition, he covers how to
select and setup superchargers, nitrous oxide, ignition and other vital aspects of high-performance engine building.
A step-by-step guide to rebuilding, restoring, and modifying the famous Mopar 'Six-Pack' engines that appeared in all of Chrysler's
muscle cars from 1969 through 1971, as well as the late- model small-blocks and crate performance motors currently offered by
Chrysler.
So you know about engines. And you may have read some of the Haynes manuals, the "Holley Carburetors" and the "How-to..."
books. Maybe you know how to repair and put together an engine. The next step is to tune your engine, so it runs perfectly and
produces the most power. If that engine has non-stock components, the books mentioned above can't help you. When it comes to
tuning the ignition and the carburetor on a performance engine, including how the different adjustments affect each other, there
has never been a single source of reliable, easy-to-understand information. Now there is. This book takes you through the various
steps in the process of adjusting your ignition and your carburetor, including the very important sequence in which they must be
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done. It deals with questions like: If I turn the idle mixture screw out, and the engine responds like this, should I then turn the screw
more and in which direction? How do I ensure absolutely optimum jetting of my carburetor? How do I create a distributor curve that
optimizes ignition timing at idle, part throttle and wide open throttle? All the questions you've come across when trying to adjust
your engine for performance are answered here. The simple step-by-step instructions in this book only require your time and effort.
Techniques like plug reading and using a vacuum gauge are described in detail. Only standard tools are needed-no dyno or
anything like that is required. In addition to engine tuning, this book contains advice on choosing the right parts, to ensure that they
will complement each other, not work against each other. Plus there are many tips on troubleshooting and on winning races.
Finally the book also contains special tuning tips for boat engines, including a chapter on the differences between a car engine and
a boat engine. This is the last book on engine tuning you'll ever need.
This is a complete practical guide to choosing and specifying Holley carburetors for any suitable engine and for road or track
performance. Uniquely, allows the identification of complete secondhand carburetors and individual components, including all
metering blocks. Easy to follow tuning instructions to ensure your Holley carburetor delivers maximum performance.
Comprehensive guide to secondhand carburetor identification. Comprehensive guide to individual component identification.
Unique guide to categorizing specification of metering blocks. Unique and easy to follow tuning sequence for four barrel
carburetors. Easy to follow tuning sequence for two barrel carburetors.
Expert practical advice from an experienced race engine builder on how to build an ignition system that delivers maximum power
reliably.
For all Ford V8 owners and restorers, a complete handbook with hard to find specifications of all engines up to1972 including the
OHC "Indy" engines. There's adjustments and fine tuning data of every engine from 221 to 462 CID, plus a massive list of the
original factory part numbers for heavy duty and "High-Per" parts. With important details of engine assembly and ignitioncarburetion modifications for premium performance. "Switch and Swap" of heavy-duty parts, from one size engine to another, is
clearly explained. This is the "best ever" low-bucks handbook to upgrade horsepower and durability of the best of the early Ford
V8 engines. For good reason, this book was known as "The Stocker's Bible."
The photos in this edition are black and white. If you want to modify your carburetor-equipped vehicle for performance today, you
can choose from three major carburetor families - Holley, Demon, and Edelbrock. While Holley and Holley-style carburetors like
Demon have been popular for years with their well documented successes and quirks, there has never before been a book
covering the ins and outs of the emerging Edelbrock line of carburetors. "How to Rebuild and Modify Carter/Edelbrock
Carburetors" reflects the emergence of Edelbrock carburetors as the predominant Carter-style carburetors in the market today. A
revision of the best-selling title Super Tuning and Modifying Carter Carburetors, this book contains more than 300 color photos,
illustrations, and diagrams, covering rebuilding, tuning, and modifying Carter and Edelbrock carburetors. This book also features
the history of Carter as well as the history of the AFB and the AVS since the purchase by Edelbrock. Author David Emanuel
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outlines carburetor types, gives a thorough look at carb selection and carb function, and offers detailed information on
modifications, tuning, and rebuilding Carter/Edelbrock carburetors.
In How to Super Tune and Modify Holley Carburetors, best selling author Vizard explains the science, the function, and most importantly, the
tuning expertise required to get your Holley carburetor to perform its best for your performance application.
During the muscle car wars of the 1960s, Holley carburetors emerged as the carbs to have because of their easy-to-tune design, abundance
of parts, and wide range of sizes. The legendary Double Pumper, the universal 600-cfm 1850 models, the Dominator, and now the Avenger
have stood the test of time and are the leading carburetors in the high-performance engine market. To many enthusiasts, the operation,
components, and rebuilding procedures remain a mystery. Yet, many carburetors need to be rebuilt and properly set up for a particular
engine package. Veteran engine building expert and automotive author Mike Mavrigian guides you through each important stage of the
rebuilding process, so you have the best operating carburetor for a particular engine and application. In addition, he explains carb
identification as well as idle, mid-range and high-speed circuit operation, specialty tools, and available parts. You often need to replace
gaskets, worn parts, and jets for the prevailing weather/altitude conditions or a different engine setup. Mavrigian details how to select parts
then disassemble, assemble, and calibrate all of the major Holley carburetors. In an easy-to-follow step-by-step format, he shows you each
critical stage for cleaning sensitive components and installing parts, including idle screws, idle air jets, primary/secondary main jets,
accelerator pumps, emulsion tubes, and float bowls. He also includes the techniques for getting all of the details right so you have a smoothrunning engine. Holley carburetor owners need a rebuilding guide for understanding, disassembling, selecting parts, and reassembling their
carbs, so the carb then delivers exceptional acceleration, quick response, and superior fuel economy. With Holley Carburetors: How to
Rebuild you can get the carb set up and performing at its best. And, if desired, you can move to advanced levels of tuning and modifying
these carbs. If you're looking for the one complete book that helps you quickly and expertly rebuild your Holley and get back on the road, this
book is a vital addition to your performance library.
Learn how to select, install, tune and modify all popular Holley performance carburetors. This information-packed guide provides a detailed
view of basic carburetor functioning, modifying for performance applications, custom-tuning for street, racing, off-road, turbocharging,
economy, and other special uses.
Converting from a carbureted fuel system to electronic fuel injection (EFI) improves the performance, driveability, and fuel economy of any
classic vehicle. Through a series of sensors, processors, and wires, it gathers engine and atmospheric information to precisely deliver the
correct amount of fuel to your engine. With a carburetor, you must manually adjust and change parts to adapt it to differing conditions and
applications. Installing a complete aftermarket EFI system may seem too complex, but it is within your reach by using the clear and easy-tounderstand, step-by-step instructions. You will be able to confidently install the correct EFI system in your vehicle and enjoy all the benefits. A
variety of EFI Systems are currently available--throttle body injection (TBI), multi port fuel injection (MPFI), stack systems, application specific,
and special application systems. Author Tony Candela reveals the attributes of each, so you can select the system that's ideal for your car.
Author Tony Candela explains in exceptional detail how to install both of these systems. To achieve top performance from an EFI system, it’s
not a simple bolt-on and plug-in procedure. This book takes the mystery out of EFI so it’s not a black art but rather a clear working set of
parameters. You are shown how to professionally install the injectors into the intake system as well as how to integrate the wiring into the
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main harness. In addition, each step of upgrading the fuel system to support the EFI is explained. The book also delves into integrating
ignition and computer control with these aftermarket systems so you can be out driving rather than struggling with tuning. Turbocharged,
supercharged, and nitrous applications are also covered. A well-installed and -tuned EFI system greatly improves the performance of a
classic V-8 or any engine because the system delivers the correct fuel mixture for every operating condition. Get faster starts, better fuel
economy, and crisp efficient performance. In EFI Conversions: How to Swap Your Carb for Electronic Fuel Injection, achieving all these
benefits is easily within your reach.
This revised and updated color edition of How to Rebuild the Small-Block Ford walks you step by step through a rebuild, including: planning
your rebuild, disassembly and inspection, choosing the right parts, machine work, assembling your engine, and first firing and break-in.
Ford's 351 Cleveland was designed to be a 'mid-sized' V-8 engine, and was developed for higher performance use upon its launch in late
1969 for the 1970 models. This unique design proved itself under the hood of Ford's Mustang, among other high performance cars. The
Cleveland engine addressed the major shortcoming of the Windsor engines that preceded it, namely cylinder head air flow. The Windsor
engines just couldn't be built at the time to compete effectively with the strongest GM and Mopar small blocks offerings, and the Cleveland
engine was the answer to that problem. Unfortunately, the Cleveland engine was introduced at the end of Detroit's muscle car era, and the
engine, in pure Cleveland form, was very short lived. It did continue on as a low compression passenger car and truck engine in the form of
the 351M and 400M, which in their day, offered little in the way of excitement. Renewed enthusiasm in this engine has spawned an influx of
top-quality new components that make building or modifying these engines affordable. This new book reviews the history and variations of
the 351 Cleveland and Ford's related engines, the 351M and 400M. Basic dimensions and specifications of each engine, along with tips for
identifying both design differences and casting number(s) are shown. In addition to this, each engine's strong points and areas of concern are
described in detail. Written with high performance in mind, both traditional power tricks and methods to increase efficiency of these specific
engines are shared. With the influx of aftermarket parts, especially excellent cylinder heads, the 351 Cleveland as well as the 351M and
400M cousins are now seen as great engines to build. This book will walk you through everything you need to know to build a great street or
competition engine based in the 351 Cleveland platform.
Many Chevelle owners want to enjoy all the benefits of modern technology as well as the pleasure of driving a classic muscle car. Chevelle
Performance Projects: 1964-1972 will offer a full range of performance projects from mild to wild.

In this book, McClurg reviews the often-mystical subject of nitrous oxide injection systems with a level head and a clear
purpose. This book educates the reader on the properties of nitrous oxide and most-effective way to design, install, and
tune complete systems. A definite focus on safety and a need to answer the typical questions associated with the use of
nitrous oxide is highlighted, and several complete installations are featured.
The Ford FE (Ford Edsel) engine is one of the most popular engines Ford ever produced, and it powered most Ford and
Mercury cars and trucks from the late 1950s to the mid-1970s. For many of the later years, FE engines were used
primarily in truck applications. However, the FE engine is experiencing a renaissance; it is now popular in highperformance street, strip, muscle cars, and even high-performance trucks. While high-performance build-up principles
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and techniques are discussed for all engines, author Barry Rabotnick focuses on the max-performance build-up for the
most popular engines: the 390 and 428. With the high-performance revival for FE engines, a variety of builds are being
performed from stock blocks with mild head and cam work to complete aftermarket engines with aluminum blocks, highflow heads, and aggressive roller cams. How to Build Max-Performance Ford FE Enginesshows you how to select the
ideal pistons, connecting rods, and crankshafts to achieve horsepower requirements for all applications. The chapter on
blocks discusses the strengths and weaknesses of each particular block considered. The book also examines head,
valvetrain, and cam options that are best suited for individual performance goals. Also covered are the best-flowing
heads, rocker-arm options, lifters, and pushrods. In addition, this volume covers port sizing, cam lift, and the best rockerarm geometry. The FE engines are an excellent platform for stroking, and this book provides an insightful, easy-to-follow
approach for selecting the right crank, connecting rods, pistons, and making the necessary block modifications. This is
the book that Ford FE fans have been looking for.
This guide covers all big-block engines from 1965 and later and includes 1986 heavy-duty parts list. Learn more about
blueprinting, cylinder heads, tune-up tips, as well as how to repair exhaust, ignition, pistons, and more!
"If I only bought one woodwork book, this first and definitive book on the workbench would be it".--"Woodworker
Magazine". 278 color photos. 185 drawings.
Learn to tune, rebuild, or modify your Rochester. In this comprehensive and easy-to-use guide, you will learn: · How to
select, install, and tune for street or strip · Basic principles of operation, air and fuel requirements, repairs, and
adjustments · Tips on choosing manifolds and fuel-supply systems · Complete info on emission-control systems,
including Computer Command Control
Takes engine-tuning techniques to the next level. It is a must-have for tuners and calibrators and a valuable resource for
anyone who wants to make horsepower with a fuel-injected, electronically controlled engine.
The photos in this edition are black and white. "How to Tune and Win with Demon Carburetion" provides a detailed look
at carburetor and engine theory in an easy to understand manner, and is a guide for choosing the correct carburetor for
the application. Tuning tips for racing, and street/strip use are included and each of the four Demon models are analyzed
in detail along with the basics of combustion, air flow, emissions, fuel systems, and gasoline. To add to the learning
experience, each chapter includes side bars and review questions. For convenience, a glossary of over 460 relevant
terms, is included. Consisting of 160 pages and over 400 photos, charts, graphs, and illustrations, "Demon Carburetion"
is positioned to become the industry standard of technical reference for the enthusiast who has a thirst for knowledge.
The Demon carburetor has taken the industry by storm with it's revolutionary design and exacting performance. Founded
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by Barry Grant, Demon Carburetion is one of the newer, more recognized names in performance carburetor
manufacturing.
Renowned engine builder and technical writer David Vizard turns his attention to extracting serious horsepower from
small-block Chevy engines while doing it on a budget. Included are details of the desirable factory part numbers, easy doit-yourself cylinder head modifications, inexpensive but effective aftermarket parts, the best blocks, rotating assembly
(cranks, rods, and pistons), camshaft selection, lubrication, induction, ignition, exhaust systems, and more.
Prepping & Racing Bugs & Buggies The VW Beetle is uniquely suited for off-road use. Its torsion-arm front suspension
and lightweight engine and transaxle make it natural. It you didn’t know better, you’d think Dr. Ferdinand Porsche
designed the Beetle to race the Baja. Veteran off-road racer, Jeff Hibbard, details the do’s and don’ts of off-road
preparation. Whether you build your car for recreation or full-race, this book has a plan for you. Avoid building a cosmetic
off-road car. Learn what breaks and how to prevent it from breaking. Learn how to spend your off-road dollars wisely.
This book is a must for sedan and buggy off-roaders alike!
A complete list of the original factory-issue parts for every 1955-1971 Chevrolet V8 engine, including oil coolers, high-rise
manifolds, and special cams. This fine book has been known as the "Stocker's Bible" for decades.
There has never been a book covering the ins and outs of the emerging Edelbrock line of carburetors. But this book
covers rebuilding, turning and modifying Carter and Edelbrock carburetors. Outlines carburetor types, takes a thorough
look at carb selection and carb function, and offers detailed information on modifications, tuning, and rebuilding
Carter/Edelbrock carburetors.
The Rochester Quadrajet carburetor was found perched atop the engine of many a classic GM performance vehicle. The
Q-Jet is a very capable but often misunderstood carb. This book, How to Rebuild and Modify Rochester Quadrajet
Carburetors, seeks to lift the veil of mystery surrounding the Q-Jet and show owners how to tune and modify their carbs
for maximum performance. The book will be a complete guide to selecting, rebuilding, and modifying the Q-Jet, aimed at
both muscle car restorers and racers. The book includes a history of the Q-Jet, an explanation of how the carb works, a
guide to selecting and finding the right carb, instructions on how to rebuild the carb, and extensive descriptions of highperformance modifications that will help anyone with a Q-Jet carb crush the competition.
A definitive and practical guide for Holley carburetor performance projects. This how-to bible features easy to follow
tuning instructions to ensure your Holley carburetor delivers maximum performance. Valuable reference tools include the
identification of complete secondhand carburetors and individual components, including all metering blocks. Individual
component identification is also included and easy to follow tuning sequence instructions for both two barrel and four
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barrel carburetors makes this manual a must have reference guide for any carburetor performance project., Expert
advice covers 2 barrel 2300 and 4 barrel 4150 and 4160 carburetors., Applications can also be applied to 4180 and 4190
emission control carburetors., Individual component identification guide., Unique guide to categorizing specification of
metering blocks. About the Author: Des Hammill is a professional engineer with experience in building successful and
reliable racing engines and solving the problems associated with all aspects of high performance applications. Hammill
has written many of Veloce's SpeedPro series books.
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